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0) When answering this question I am looking for a few things: 

i. Did you start with an equals sign? 

ii. Did you correctly use $’s on the constants for references to cells A2, B2, and C2? 

iii. Did you remember to convert degrees to radians? 

Note: capitalization does NOT matter for Excel…it usually does matter in Python. 

 

I would use = $B$2 ∗ $A$2	 	$C$2	⁄ 	cos	radians	A5	�	�⁄  

 

There are many other correct possibilities. 

If you tried to use 
�	rad	���°  as a conversion factor you might try it like this: = $B$2 ∗ $A$2	 	$C$2	⁄ 	cos	A5 ∗ 	pi	�	/	180�⁄  

Notice you must include an open and closed paren to use the number � in Excel. 

 

 

 

1a)  −2.25# =  $# %&# = '()  

1b) Net force is given by *+ = ,-+.   

Take the derivative of ./� to get -/� and multiply by mass! -/� = 00/ ./� 

-/� = −4.50/ 23� = −4. 563 

1c) Instantaneous power is given by 789:% = *+	 ∙ .+ 

To clarify the dot product, I will explicitly show the implied < ̂on our force and velocity equations. 789:% = −6.30/	<�̂	 ∙ −2.25/@	<�̂ 789:% = 14. 18/A 

Now plug in the desired value of / = 2.00	s. BCDE3 = FF5. G	WWWW 

 

  



2a) Equilibrium occurs wherever the plot of I vs. J has zero slope. 

I estimated the slope is zero at approximately J ≈ −1.1	nm or simply J ≈ −1	nm. 

Stable equilibria occur wherever the plot is concave upwards; unstable equilibria when the plot is concave 

downwards. 

 

2b) The particle was initially located at J = 5.0	nm where I8 = 100	mJ. 
Since the particle was released from rest, N8 = 0 (zero initial kinetic energy). 

Total initial energy is thus O8 = N8 + I8 = 100	mJ. 
 

The slope is positive. 

Force on the particle is given by *Q = − RSRQ = −TUVWX. 

The force is negative (to the left). 

The particle released from rest will accelerate to the left (because force acts to the left). 

 

As the particle moves to the left, potential energy decreases. 

We were told the force acting on the particle is conservative…meaning it conserves energy. 

If energy is conserved AND potential energy decreases…kinetic energy must increase. 

The particle reaches max speed at the bottom of the potential well (at J ≈ −1.1	nm). 

 

The particle continues moving to the left. 

As it moves to the left past J ≈ −1.1	nm, notice potential energy now increases. 

Notice the slope of the plot is now negative (implying a positive force…a force to the right opposing motion). 

Eventually, when we reach IY = 100	mJ at JY ≈ −4.5	nm, all kinetic energy is converted back to potential energy. 

This is where the particle will reverse direction. 

 

Distance traveled (before reversing direction) is about Z. [	nmnmnmnm. 

 

2c) The force magnitude at J = 3.0	nm is found using *Q = − 0I0J = −TUVWX = −\]TX\^_ = − ΔIΔJ  

I estimated my slope using the red line segment shown at right. *Q ≈ −50	mJ − −50	mJ�3.8	nm − 2.2	nm  2a = −4b. [	cd 
I expect numbers between -55 & -70 MN. 
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3a) FBDs and Force equations shown below.  Figures not to scale. 

 
Force Eqt’ns eF = e Force Eqt’ns eb = be J:					g − ,�h sin i = ,�-Q 					g − 		,h sin i = ,- 

 j:				_� − ,�h cos i = ,�-k _� = ,h cos i 

J:					* cos i − g − ,@h sin i = ,@-Q 							* cos i − g − 2,h sin i = 2,- 

 j:				_@ − * sin i − ,@h cos i = ,@-k _@ = * sin i + 2,h cos i 

 

3b) Stack the horizontal force equations and add them.  The internal forces drop out; on the right side you get ,%l%-. 																												g − 		,h sin i = ,- +							* cos i − g − 2,h sin i = 2,- 											* cos i 							− 3,h sin i = 3,- 

Rearranging for * gives * = 3,h sin i + 3,-cos i  

Now plug in i = 12.0°		&		- = nA. 

* = 3,h sin i + 3, oh3pcos i  

* = ,h 3 sin 12.0° + 1cos 12.0°  

2 ≈ F. 44eq 

  

FBD eb = be 

 

FBD eF = e 
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4a) +< ̂
4b) −< ̂
4c) −< ̂
4d) +< ̂
4e) Impossible to determine without more information.     
Think: at the top of the ramp, the block comes to rest. 

Static friction will hold the block in place…but we are not told the block is on the verge of slipping. 

The maximum possible frictional force may not be required to hold the block up. 

Note: if we were told the block was on the verge of slipping (after coming to rest), then I would think rA > r@. 

 

If you don’t believe me (that is impossible to determine), consider two scenarios: 

i. Suppose the incline angle was 1°.  
Kinetic friction is r = tu_ = tu,h cos 1° ≈ tu,h as it slows the block down. 

After stopping, on the very slight angle, static friction balances the tiny component of weight down the 

incline to prevent sliding back down (r = ,h sin 1° ≈ 0.017,h). 

In this scenario the static friction is less than the kinetic friction. 

ii. Suppose the angle was almost equal to the critical angle.   

During the slide up the ramp, kinetic friction is r = tu_. 

Once the block comes to rest, the frictional force would be only slightly less than r = t:_.   

Since t: is typically larger than tu, we expect static friction would be greater than kinetic friction. 

 

  



5a) The center of mass of the block moves along the blue path shown. 

Fortunately, this problem said the size of the block was negligible. 

Assume the radius of circular motion is w instead of w − �@ xUVyz	{X]h{/�. 

 

At the top of the loop, the normal force pushes downwards (and weight pulls 

downwards as well).  Tangential acceleration is zero at the top (and bottom) of a 

vertical loop. 

Note: velocity points to the left, but velocity is not a force (not shown on FBD). 

 

Many times students mistakenly believe a horizontal force is required to move 

horizontally.  This is simply not true.  A horizontal force is required to 

CHANGE horizontal velocity… 

 

Remember Newton’s 1st Law:  

An object in motion remains in motion (@ constant velocity) UNLESS there is a net force.   

Here the net force is changing the velocity…by changing the direction of velocity! 

 

The force equation gives _ + ,h = ,-| 

WATCH OUT!  Weight and mass are not the same thing.  Use _ = �A }X]h{/ = �A ,h. 13 ,h + ,h = , .@w  

~ = �G5�q ≈ F. F[[��q 

 

5b) Work done by the normal force is zero. 

Since friction is negligible, no work is done by friction. 

Spring forces & gravitational forces conserve energy. 

We expect  O8 + �9l9�|l9�Q% = OY  O8 + 0 = OY N8 + I8 = NY + IY  

Notice potential energy initial comes entirely from the spring. 

Notice potential energy final comes entirely from gravitational. 

0 + 12 zJ@ = 12,.@ + ,h2w� 

Use the previous result for speed to get 

12 zJ@ = 12, ��43wh�@ + 2,hw 

From there you should find 

a = �F4eq�5� ≈ b. 5F�eq��  

_ + ,h 
-| 

I8 = 12zJ@
 N8 = 0 

 

IY = ,h2w� 

N8 = 12,.@ 

Normal force always� to displacement �9�+ = 0 

 Frictional force is negligible �Y+ = 0 



6a) negative 

6b) positive 

6c) Zero 

6d) _@ = _� 

6e) Block 1 exerts a gravitational force on the earth directed upwards. 

 

7a) We are asked to determine the units of the constant - in the expression *+ = -J − x�@ < ̂
�*+� =  -# J − x�@#  <#̂ 
N =  -#m@ ∙ no	units�  �# = d ∙ �b 

Think about that denominator: the units only make sense if  J# =  x# = m 

When you subtract two terms with the same units, the result also has the same units. 

For example: 6.0	m − 4.0	m�@ = 2.0	m�@ = 4.0	m@. 

 

7b) To determine potential energy as a function of position use ΔI = −� *Q	0JQ�
Q�  

IY − I8 = −� *Q	0JQ�
Q�  

Since we were told I8 = 0 at J8 = 0 IY = −� *Q	0JQ�
�  

To be clear, if    *+ = �Q���& < ̂  (with the <)̂     then *Q = �Q���&   (without the <)̂      
IY = −� -J − x�@ 	0JQ�

�  

Using the integral table IY = − o -x − Jp�
Q�

 

I will flip the limits while simultaneously flipping the minus sign. IY = o -x − JpQ�
�

 

IY = -x − -x − JY  

At this point use the standard technique of shifting JY → J		&		IY → IJ�. 

�a� = �� − �� − a 

Notes: Check your minus signs and notice you are expected to determine the constant (
�� ). 



 

 

8a) When rotating too quickly, we expect the block will slide away from the center (because there is insufficient 

force to keep the block in circular motion). 

8b) Because the system is brought up to speed very gradually, we know -%�9 ≈ 0. 

The two most common styles of drawing the FBDs are shown below. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Think: the problem asks us to determine the maximum possible rotation rate. 

We know rotation rate is � which appears in the variable -| = \�@. 

If I use the STYLE 1 FBD, it should be easier to isolate the variable -| (because it is not split into components). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We are interested in the maximum possible rotation rate, we know the block will be on the verge of slipping! 

I will also take a ratio of the equations to clean up the math quickly. t:_ cos i − _ sin i_ cos i + t:_ sin i = ,-|,h  

t: cos i − sin icos i + t: sin i = \�@h  

It is often less ugly if we divide all terms on the left side by cos i. t: − tan i1 + t: tan i = \�@h  

� = �h\ ∙ t: − tan i1 + t: tan i 

This result is awesome…but not in terms of the givens in the problem. 

From the original picture you can see the radius of circular motion is \ = w. 

Notice, from SOH CAH TOA, one finds tan i = ��. 

� = �q� ∙ �E − ��F + �E �� 

 

Force Eqt’ns Σ*|:					r cos i − _ sin i = ,-| 

 Σ*¡:				_ cos i + r sin i = ,h 
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9a) The objects have the same mass, axis, and axis orientation. 

Plate one has a hole near the axis while plate 2 has a hole far from the axis. 

As a result, the mass distribution of plate 1 causes a larger moment of inertia than the distribution of plate 2. 

 

9b) In the center of mass equations with holes we find J|¢ = J�,� − J@,@,� − ,@  

Here I’m assuming J� is the center of mass position of a solid disk (no hole) with mass ,�. 

Here J@ is the c.m. position of the removed portion of the disk which has mass ,@. 

In this case, J� = 0 for both cases. 

The denominator is the same for both cases. 

We see the closer the hole is to the center, the closer overall center of mass is to the center. 

Plate 1 has center of mass closer to the axis. 

 

 

10a) Smaller mass has larger acceleration magnitude during a collision (or explosion).  Answer: -��££ > -¤ 

10b) By Newton’s 3rd law, the forces are equal in magnitude (but opposite in direction).  Answer: *��££l9	¤ = *¤	l9��££  
10c) The momentum changes are also equal in magnitude (but opposite in direction).  Answer: ΔW��££ = ΔW¤ 

 

 

 

11) Consider the lines of action (dotted lines) and lever arms (\¥′T) 

shown at right.  Since all forces have equal magnitude, the force with 

the largest lever arm should cause the largest torque (magnitude). 

Notice the line of action for *+§ runs thru the pivot (\¥§ = 0) causing 

zero torque. 

 ¨§ © ¨@ © ¨� © ¨ª © ¨A 
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12a) To determine the units:  �# =  12.00# /A# 		→ 		  12.00# =  �# /A# = radsª  

12b) Before proceeding, it is worth pointing out that « = R¬R% ≠ yV_T/-_/.  We cannot use iY = i8 + �8/ + �@ «/@! 

When � is a function of / (and not a function of i) we may use � = 0i0/  ∫ 0i = ∫ �	0/ Δi = −3.39/@ + 3.00/ª iY − i8 = −3.39/@ + 3.00/ª iY = i8 − 3.39/@ + 3.00/ª 

The problem tells us i8 = 1.00	rad. 
This gives  iY = 1.00 − 3.39/@ + 3.00/ª 

Units were ignored to reduce clutter.  Time is in seconds and radians are used as needed. 

Note: at this point is commonplace to replace iY with i/�. 

 

12c) Angular acceleration is found « = 0�0/  «/� = −6.78 + 36.0/@ 

 

12d) Minimum angular speed is zero.   

Minimum angular velocity is a negative number in this problem. 

To find the minimum value of �: 

• Set 
RR% � = 0.  Notice this is the same as setting «/� = 0 

• Solve for /. 

• Plug that value of / back into the equation for �. 

• Confirm this is a minimum by doing the 2nd derivative test. 

I found /|°8% = 0.4340	s which gave �¢89 = −1.962 ±²³( . 

Note: the 2nd derivative of �/� is always positive (which implies this /|°8% relates to a minimum). 

  



13) Conservation of momentum in 2D gives two equations (one eqt’n each for horizontal & vertical components). 

Also, for a perfectly inelastic collision, the two masses move off in unison after the collision (let .�Y = .@Y = .Y). 

Initially ,@ moves to the left…a negative sign should appear when plugging in for .@8Q. 

Finally, notice the angle is drawn to the vertical for ,@; notice how this affects the trig functions! 

Horizontal Vertical ,�.�8Q + ,@.@8Q = ,%l%.YQ 

,. − ,2 .@8 sin i = 0 

,�.�8k + ,@.@8k = ,%l%.Yk  

0 + ,2 .@8 cos i = 32,.Y  

We were told i = 36.9°. 
From there I found ~bC = 5. 55~. 

 

14a) Checking the units gives  ´# =  12# J@# 
 12# =  ´# J@# 
 12# = 			kgm			m@  

 Fb# = ·�̧5 

14b) From the problem statement I determined the limits of integration shown at right. J¹º = ∫ J	0,∫ 0,  

J¹º = ∫ J	12J@	0J�@R�R∫ 	12J@	0J�@R�R  

J¹º = 12∫ JA	0J@R�R12∫ 	J@	0J@R�R  

J¹º = ∫ JA	0J@R�R∫ 	J@	0J@R�R  

J¹º = »14 Jª¼�R
@R

			»13 JA¼�R
@R 			 

J¹º = 34 ∙  Jª#�R@R			 JA#�R@R 			 
J¹º = 34 ∙ 160ª − −0�ª			80A − −0�A			 

Notice in the upper term −0�ª = 0ª while in the lower term −0�A = −0A 

J¹º = 34 ∙ 150ª			90A			 a½¾ = [G¿ = F. b[¿ 

JY = 20 J8 = −20 

0, = ´	0J 



15) We are asked to find angular acceleration. 

In this situation, we expect angular acceleration is constant. 

You could do one of the following techniques: 

• Use free body diagrams and torques  

• Use energy then constant acceleration kinematics 

In my opinion the first method is more direct.  I will show that method. 

FBDs for the block & pulley are shown below. 

Notice: in the FBD of the pulley, only the tension force will cause torque (with lever arm \¥ = �@). 

 

Force equation for the block ,h sin i − g = ,- 

Now use the result from the torque equation → 

,h sin i − À85,-Á = ,- 

h sin i − À85 -Á = - 

h sin i = 135 - 

- = 513h sin i 

Torque equation for the pulley w2 g = Â« w2 g = 25,w@« 

g = 45,w« 

At this step I can relate «	&	- using « = �°. 

Watch out!  Here \ is the distance from the axis of 

rotation to where the string connects (\ = �@ …_V/	w)! 

g = 85,- 

 

Finally, the question asked for angular acceleration of the pulley. « = -\  

« = -			w2			 
« = 			 513 h sin i						w2			  

Ä = F6qF5� ÅÆÇ È 

Ä ≈ 6. É4Z q� ÅÆÇ È	 
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